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Participants in the young labels special exhibition
(in alphabetical order)
fouta
Designed in Switzerland and produced in Tunisian manufactories, fouta offers fine multi-purpose towels
made from high-quality organic cotton: as blankets to lie on, as tablecloths, as bedspreads or throws,
fouta products unite simple, sustainable design and functionality with intercultural commitment.

Website: http://www.fouta.ch

Frohsinn by atelier zürich
Frohsinn is German for cheerfulness and that’s what atelier zürich’s new label promises to deliver with a
collection of handcrafted leather accessories. The Frohsinn range of products includes trays, paper bins
and desk mats that impress with their simple charm and are available in six different colours. The
products are produced in India according to Swiss quality and sustainability standards.

Website: http://www.frohsinn.ch
io selection
io selection is a new label by Swiss cabinetmaker oesch, adding another facet to oesch’s expertise: here,
the focus is on ‘made in Switzerland’ and on sustainability of materials. The first range of furniture, PAVO,
comes from the desoko design collective and includes sideboards, dining tables and occasional tables.

Website: http://www.ioselection.ch
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it design
The it design label was founded by Valérie Jomini and Stanislas Zimmermann. it design develops and
produces both solid and versatile furniture for a young and urban audience: from beds made from
corrugated cardboard and wall shelves reminiscent of origami to the new and filigree ittable.

Website: http://www.it-happens.ch
Klybeck
Founded in 2013 by cabinetmaker and designer Baptiste Ducommun, Klybeck offers elegant and
functional furniture such as wardrobes and coat racks produced in Ducommun’s Basle-based workshop.
Here, the special focus is on both careful selection of woods and exacting craftsmanship.

Website: http://www.klybeck.net

LEDRocks
The LEDRocks collection of luminaires made from natural stone is designed and produced in
Switzerland. In addition to local stone such as granite, serpentine or gneiss, the collection features
Philippine marble and Mexican onyx. LEDRocks creates durable luminaires that combine purist design
with functionality and aesthetics.

Website: http://www.ledrocks.ch
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MAX
With MAX, designer Willi Glaeser presents a sophisticated, foldable and multi-functional piece of
furniture that can serve as a stool or occasional table. Made from weather-resistant polypropylene and
aluminium composite, MAX can also be used outdoors. The foldable stool is produced in collaboration
with the VEBO cooperative’s social enterprise based in Oensingen, Switzerland.

Website: http://www.mein-max.ch
mfsystem
Featuring durable materials, precision finishing and superior functionality, mfsystem is a modular metal
shelving and table system where users can choose their preferred dimensions and colours. The
sophisticated construction and subtle materials allow a multitude of individual designs, which can be
configured and ordered online.

Website: http://www.mfsystem.ch
Mindes
With his new Mindes label designer Othmar Mühlebach is launching a modular room divider for both the
home and contract interiors. Allowing individual and creative interior designs, the curved panels can be
arranged in a uniform or alternating pattern to create dynamic light and shade effects.

Website: http://www.muehlebachdesign.ch
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mobiliarwerkstatt
In his Basle-based workshop, Christian Tanner produces purist solid wood furniture and home
accessories from up to 7,000 year-old bog oak. The wood gets its particular shades from the length of
time it has stayed in the bog, with hues ranging from light grey and olive to deep black, thus lending the
furniture from mobiliarwerkstatt its very special character.

Website: http://www.mobiliarwerkstatt.ch
pan mobili
Founded in 2015 by Felix Krüttli and Blanca Huss, pan mobili focuses on producing simple and filigree
everyday furniture and accessories. All products are unique handcrafted pieces of which only small
numbers are produced in South Germany and in Switzerland.

Website: http://www.panm.info/panmobili

Piuric
Good design is strikingly unobtrusive – that’s Piuric’s credo. The label is synonymous with furniture
design and interior decoration marked by pure, clear and timeless forms. Produced in Zurich in limited
numbers or as one-off or bespoke pieces, the design of Piuric’s sofas, chairs, cabinets and beds is
focused on reduction on the essentials without compromising functionality.

Website: http://www.piuric.com
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Stahlblau
The Bern-based furniture and object design retailer offers products made from high-end materials, with
steel, wood, wool, glass and ceramics representing the core materials. Stahlblau collaborates with
selected partners like B&T, Manufakt or Lee Broom and also provides its expertise in all aspects relating
to bespoke furniture and interior concepts.

Website: http://www.stahlblau.ch
Studio Rotterdam

Recently founded Studio Rotterdam will be presenting its designs to the public for the first time,
showcasing Frederick and George, two occasional tables made from spruce. Each table consists of five
mitre-cut segments that are connected on one side by a flexible ‘skin’. The structure can be carried
around; as soon as it's put down, the segments will fall into place, stabilised by the structure’s internal
forces.
Unrefined
Unrefined’s designs are of a timeless and minimalist quality. Founded in 2015 by brothers Bartek and
Bartosz Purol, the label specialises in designs made from concrete, mouth-blown glass and steel.
Ranging from occasional tables and luminaires to tableware, the products’ purity and aesthetics are of a
timeless expression that outlasts the whims of fashion.

Website: http://www.unrefined.ch
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Vevig
Based in Geneva, the boutique design label produces handcrafted, customisable furniture, luminaires,
home accessories and art objects. Vevig’s signature style is defined by reduction to the essentials and by
timeless design that unites aesthetics and superior quality.

Website: http://www.vevig.ch
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